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The successful implementation of economic security policy and civil
social and economic development of the country depends on the level of
government officials’ expertise and on their methodical preparation in
development and implementation of comprehensive programs of building
economic security.
The necessity of reformation of the regulation mechanism of the social
and economic development process demands the attention towards the
improvement of methodical assessment approaches to the dynamics of
economic and social significant of development of the region and the whole
country.
The level of economic security is influenced not only by the market but
also by the ability of appropriate state institutions to regulate the social and
economic process of particular areas and the whole country . As for the crisis
analysis, it is considered to be one of the elements of the regional system
analysis.
The regional economic security research demands an accountant of the
environment of state and inter-regional level. So, there is a chance to analyze
the system reaction of change of the environment.
Modeling the possible transformations of structure components became
very important due to appropriate menace and ability intensification to resist
unfavorable impacts.
The most important criterion of economic security of the region is the
level of well-being of society.
The development of research methodology of economic security of the
region is a timely task and has fundamental importance for providing a
theoretically substantiated set of managerial decisions on issue of economic
and social development of a separate region and the whole state.
In economic sphere management of the region new approaches to
objective assessment of economic security level are synthesized and the old
ones are being improved.
The research program of the region the methodological basis of which
is the concept of development of wide-area economic systems, has to provide
a basis of regional economic policy in informative and methodological way.
The object of the study is trends and regularity of forming the ability of the
regional economic system to resist economic security menace in global
environment plays the role of the research object.

